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 Basic Instruction Guide #032 

UV Resin Flower Pendant 
Level: Intermediate/ Advanced 

<Materials>< 
Art Clay Silver 650/1200 Clay Type 20g 

Art Clay Silver 650/1200 Paste Type some 

UV resin 1pc 

Resin Color Lemon some 

Resin Color Opaque White some 

Pressed flower some 

SV925 Rolo Chain 40cm 1pc 

Pressed flower (Example: hydrangea)  

 
 

Completed piece 

<Step by Step Guide> 

 
1) Make a clay rope. Then, place a 

pair of plastic strips (1.5mm 
thick) on both sides, and roll out 
the clay into a plate shape. 

 
2) Cut a strip approx. 7mm wide x 

7.5mm long with a steel scraper. 

 
3) Moisten the clay and make a 

tear drop shape.

 
4) Open a hole at the top with a 

straw. 

 
5) Dry with a hair dryer. 

 
6) File the front and back sides 

with #320 sandpaper, and 
smooth the surface with a red 
sponge sanding pad. Fire.

 
7) Polish with a stainless steel 

brush, and make a mirror finish 
with sponge sanding pads (red, 
blue and green in order). Then, 
flatten the back with sandpaper 
(#320, #600). 

 
8) Wash the piece well with some 

neutral detergent, and wipe off 
with a cloth. Attach the back 
with some tape. 

 
9) Pour UV resin approx. 2mm 

deep for the first layer. Cure in a 
UV Light Box for approx. 2min.
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10) Mix UV color Opaque White and 

Lemon and adjust to your 
favourite color. Then, mix UV 
resin and UV color. 

 
11) Pour to approx. 2mm deep, then 

cure in the box for 5mins. 

 
12) Pour UV resin, place the 

pressed flower, and cure in the 
box for approx. 2mins.

 
13) Pour UV resin, and cure in the 

box for approx. 5mins. 

 
14) Paint some UV resin thinly on 

the back with a toothpick, cure 
in the box and finish.

 
Optional pieces can be made with different shapes, flowers, UV color etc. 

 


